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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past decade, numerous law enforcement officers, firefighters, and emergency medical services (EMS) workers were injured or killed along roadways throughout the United States. In 2008, as with the prior 10 years, more law enforcement officers died in traffic-related incidents than from any other cause; National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial (NLEOM, 2008) over the past 12 years, an average of one officer per month was struck and killed by a vehicle in the United States. (FBI, 2007) Preliminary firefighter fatality statistics for 2008 reflect 29 of 114 firefighters killed on duty perished in motor vehicle crashes, (USFA, 2009a) similar to figures posted in previous years. According to a 2002 study (Maguire, et al.) that aggregated data from several independent sources, at least 67 EMS providers were killed in ground transportation-related events over the 6 years from 1992 to 1997.

These sobering facts clearly demonstrate the importance of addressing vehicle characteristics and human factors for reducing the morbidity and mortality of public safety personnel operating along the Nation's highways and byways. Studies conducted in the United States and elsewhere suggest that increasing emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity holds promise for enhancing first responders' safety when exposed to traffic both inside and outside their response vehicles (e.g., patrol cars, motorcycles, fire apparatus, and ambulances).

This report, produced in partnership between the U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) and the International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA), with support from the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), National Institute of Justice (NIJ), analyzes emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity with an eye toward expanding efforts in these areas to improve vehicle and roadway operations safety for all emergency responders. Emphasis in this report is placed on passive visibility/conspicuity treatments; additional studies are underway on active technologies such as emergency vehicle warning lighting systems. (USFA, 2009b)

A number of key findings were developed from the examination performed for this report. Principal among these findings is the salient need for additional research on emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity in the United States, with particular emphasis on the interaction between civilian drivers and emergency vehicles during responses and on incident scenes; other key findings are summarized in Table 1 on the following page.

Despite meaningful limitations, the existing visibility/conspicuity research, combined with passenger vehicle lighting and human factors, evokes several potential opportunities for improving the safety of emergency vehicles in the United States using readily available products. They are summarized in Table 2.
**Table 1–Key Findings**

The increased use of retroreflective materials holds great promise for enhancing the conspicuity of emergency vehicles.

Both visibility and recognition are important facets of emergency vehicle conspicuity.

The use of contrasting colors can assist drivers with locating a hazard amid the visual clutter of the roadway.

Fluorescent colors (especially fluorescent yellow-green and orange) offer higher visibility during daylight hours.

There is limited scientific evidence that drivers are “drawn into” highly-visible emergency vehicles.

It is theoretically possible to “over-do” the use of retroreflective materials and interfere with drivers’ ability to recognize other hazards.

Effectiveness of the “Battenburg” pattern in the UK appears primarily related to its association with police vehicles in that country.

---

**Table 2–Opportunities**

Outline vehicle boundaries with “contour markings” using retroreflective material, especially on large vehicles.

Concentrate retroreflective material lower on emergency vehicles to optimize interaction with approaching vehicles’ headlamps.

Consider (and allow) the use of fluorescent retroreflective materials in applications where a high degree of day-/night-time visibility is desired.

Using high-efficiency retroreflective material can improve conspicuity while reducing the amount of vehicle surface area requiring treatment.

For law enforcement vehicles, retroreflective material can be concentrated on the rear to maintain stealth when facing traffic or patrolling.

Applying distinctive logos or emblems made with retroreflective material can improve emergency vehicle visibility and recognition.
Introduction
The importance of addressing vehicle characteristics and human factors to help positively affect the safety of emergency workers operating along the Nation's roadways is starkly established by first responders' morbidity and mortality experience. Over the past decade, numerous law enforcement officers, firefighters, and EMS workers were injured or killed in roadside crashes throughout the United States.

In 2008, as with the prior 10 years, more law enforcement officers died in traffic-related incidents than from any other cause; (NLEOM, 2008) over the past 12 years, an average of one officer per month was struck and killed by a vehicle in the United States. (FBI, 2007) Preliminary firefighter fatality statistics for 2008 show that 29 of 114 firefighters killed on duty perished in motor vehicle crashes, (USFA, 2009a) similar to figures posted in previous years. According to a 2002 study (Maguire, et al.) that aggregated data from several independent sources, at least 67 EMS providers were killed in ground transportation-related events over the 6 years from 1992 to 1997.

Previous studies conducted across the United States and in other countries suggest that steps to improve emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity hold promise for enhancing first responders' safety when exposed to traffic both inside and outside their response vehicles (e.g., patrol cars, motorcycles, fire apparatus, and ambulances).

This study explored commercially available vehicle conspicuity products with the goal of increasing their use in helping to enhance emergency vehicle visibility and roadway operations safety for both emergency responders and the general public. Features such as retroreflective striping and chevrons, high-visibility paint, built-in passive lighting, and other reflectors were examined. Emphasis in this report is placed on passive visibility/conspicuity treatments; companion studies are underway on active technologies such as emergency vehicle warning lighting systems. (USFA, 2009b) U.S. and international best practices for emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity were also assessed to provide information useful for developing standards published by the NIJ, National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), General Services Administration (GSA), and other stakeholder groups.

The report’s major finding is the urgent need for additional research specific to emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity in the United States. A number of other key findings are discussed with implications for deploying existing conspicuity treatments, as well as developing future technologies, standards, and safe operating procedures.

This study identified several possibilities for enhancing emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity using readily available products. Given the daily risks faced by law enforcement, fire service, and EMS personnel along U.S. roadways, and despite the limitations of the existing literature, these immediate opportunities are detailed in this report.

Methodology
This section describes the multiple methods used for researching this report. An extensive literature review was conducted to gather information from sources across the United States and other countries. Site visits were performed at several manufacturers of retroreflective sheeting products, with emphasis on emergency vehicle installations (versus other applications such as traffic signs or personal protective equipment [PPE]). Additional visits and interviews took place with representative user agencies (law enforcement, fire service, EMS), a leading academic research institute, and a fire apparatus manufacturer. The researchers also convened a panel of subject matter experts on August 11, 2008, in Linthicum, MD; panel members provided individual input on key findings and potential opportunities for improving U.S. emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity.
Literature Review
The academic and scientific literature reviewed for this study generally falls into three distinct categories 1) passenger and commercial vehicle visibility/conspicuity, 2) the efficacy of retroreflective sheeting material used for traffic signs and other stationary applications, and 3) emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity.

The majority of the relevant literature on vehicle visibility and conspicuity revolves around the development, adoption, implementation, and evaluation of U.S. (Green et al., 1979; Burger & Smith, 1987; Olson et al., 1992; Morgan, 2001; Sullivan & Flannagan, 2004; Sullivan, 2005; Donelson & Ayers, 2007) and European (Cook et al., 1999; Schmidt-Clausen, 2000; TUV Rheinland Group, 2004; Richardson & Lawton, 2005) regulatory requirements/practices for marking commercial truck trailers and heavy goods vehicles (HGVs), as they are called in Europe with retroreflective material. Since heavy fire apparatus (engines/pumpers, ladder trucks, heavy rescue squads, etc.) possess physical characteristics similar to large commercial trucks, this research is thought applicable for some emergency vehicles.

The contemporary literature on retroreflective sheeting materials used for traffic signs and other stationary installations is robust. (Anders, 2000; Hawkins et al., 2000; Chrysler et al., 2002; Chrysler et al., 2003; Carlson & Urbanik, 2004; Gates & Hawkins, 2004; Rogoff et al., 2005; Sivak et al., 2006; Amjadi, 2008) The same types of retroreflective products are used in emergency vehicle marking applications and are therefore relevant to this report.

While the literature identifies emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity as a major concern in the United States, (CVVFA, 1999; AZ DPS, 2003; IACP, 2004; USFA, 2004; Burbank, 2007; McCann et al., 2008; NFPA, 2008; Ridenour et al., 2008; NFPA, 2009; USFA, 2009b), true empirical research specific to U.S. emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity is almost nonexistent. (Interview with Dr. Michael Flannagan, 2008) This represents a meaningful gap, since recommendations and best practices stemming from research performed in countries like the United Kingdom (Thomas, 1998; Harrison, 2004; Harrison, 2006; BSI, 2007) may not be generalizable to the United States, particularly as they relate to different traffic safety cultures (Sivak et al., 1989; AAA, 2007; McNeely & Gifford, 2007; Williams & Haworth, 2007) and civilian drivers’ interaction with emergency vehicles. In fact, there is very little research at all on how drivers perform when faced with responding or parked emergency vehicles in the U.S. and elsewhere. (Tijerina et al., 2003; interview with Dr. Michael Flannagan, 2008)

Site Visits
The goal of the site visits displayed in Table 3 was threefold 1) gather information on the nature of the emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity problem, 2) examine commercially available products with the potential for improving the conspicuity of emergency vehicles, and 3) identify best practices for enhancing emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity.

Expert Panel
The expert panel, convened in Linthicum, MD, on August 11, 2008, provided substantial input to this report. Participants reviewed the nature of the problem from a multidisciplinary perspective (law enforcement, fire, EMS, regulatory, academic/scientific); identified additional information sources and research; discussed initial findings; and talked about preliminary opportunities for improving emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity.

As reflected in Table 4, subject matter experts for the panel were drawn from many components of the emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity stakeholder community across the United States.
Table 3–Site Visits

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M</td>
<td>St. Paul, Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona Department of Public Safety</td>
<td>Phoenix, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery-Dennison</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston EMS</td>
<td>Boston, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexite Americas</td>
<td>New Britain, Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenbauer America</td>
<td>Wyoming, Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI)</td>
<td>Ann Arbor, Michigan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4–Expert Panelists and Represented Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Represented Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill Ballantyne</td>
<td>Fire Apparatus Manufacturers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John McDonald</td>
<td>General Services Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick Ashton</td>
<td>International Association of Chiefs of Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Sullivan</td>
<td>International Association of Fire Chiefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Hughes</td>
<td>International Fire Service Training Association/Fire Protection Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Tutterow</td>
<td>National Fire Protection Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Castellanos</td>
<td>National Institute of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Montgomery</td>
<td>National Institute of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Moore</td>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markus Price</td>
<td>National Highway Traffic Safety Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Williams</td>
<td>National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Enforcement and Justice Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Bryson</td>
<td>National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Office of EMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenn Fontenot</td>
<td>National Volunteer Fire Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Flannagan</td>
<td>University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry McKenna</td>
<td>United States Fire Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Troup</td>
<td>United States Fire Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Roche</td>
<td>FACETS Consulting, LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Thiel</td>
<td>FACETS Consulting, LLP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Background

Visibility and conspicuity are only two aspects of ensuring emergency vehicle safety while in traffic and parked along roadways. Recognition and driver action(s) are also important facets of an extremely complicated, interdependent, and largely ill-defined system that includes multiple vehicles, drivers, their culture(s), and the environment. This section provides background essential for understanding this complex system.
Visibility
A number of interrelated factors affect the visibility of an emergency vehicle to adjacent drivers both during a response and while parked at an incident scene. These variables include the vehicle’s size, color scheme (also called a “livery”), passive conspicuity features such as marker lamps and retroreflective striping, and the presence/operation of active warning devices including emergency lighting systems or audible sirens and horns. Environmental conditions also influence visibility; chief among these are time-of-day, ambient lighting, weather, and the presence of driver distractions or visual clutter in the surroundings.

While a high degree of visibility is usually a desirable characteristic for emergency vehicles, there are times when public safety personnel do not want their vehicles to be readily visible. Law enforcement officers, for example, may actually want to be almost invisible to other drivers when conducting certain enforcement or patrol activities. There is also a point-of-view (discussed later in this report) that, while parked off the roadway at an incident, emergency vehicles should reduce their conspicuity to avoid being hit by drivers who are potentially attracted to activated warning devices.

The dichotomy between the need for emergency vehicles to be highly visible under some scenarios, and less visible under others, creates different conspicuity requirements for emergency vehicles than for vehicles like school buses where high visibility is always desired.

Conspicuity
Conspicuity refers to, “the ability of a vehicle to draw attention to its presence, even when other road users are not actively looking for it.” (Cook et al., 1999, p. 3) All vehicles sold in the United States come factory-equipped with certain legally-required devices, making them conspicuous to a basic degree. This includes headlamps, parking lamps, brake (stop) lamps, tail lamps, marker lamps, signal lamps, reflex reflectors, etc. Beyond any original equipment manufacturer-(OEM)-installed conspicuity features, emergency vehicle visibility is meaningfully affected to the extent that a vehicle is deliberately made conspicuous, or inconspicuous, to other drivers. Unmarked, undercover, and low-profile vehicles are at one end of the conspicuity spectrum; while a brightly colored, perhaps even fluorescent, fire apparatus equipped with multiple active warning systems and passive conspicuity treatments anchors the other end of the continuum.

Historically, emergency vehicle operators primarily relied on active signaling, using various mechanical devices, to enhance their vehicles’ visibility and conspicuity while responding to, and on the scene of, emergency incidents. These technologies include emergency warning lights and audible systems designed to attract surrounding drivers’ attention. While active devices will likely always be needed to promote emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity, passive treatments using retroreflective sheeting and other materials are increasingly being used to complement lights and sirens. (Warning lighting systems are the subject of another USFA report, Study of Emergency Vehicle Warning Lighting Systems, prepared under its Emergency Vehicle Safety Initiative.) (USFA, 2009b)

Studies conducted in the United States and other countries suggest efforts to increase emergency vehicle conspicuity using passive treatments hold potential for enhancing emergency responders’ safety when exposed to traffic during responses or at the roadside. However, given the number of variables present in a wide range of driver-emergency vehicle interaction scenarios, it is vital to recognize the optimal combination of conspicuity markings and active warning systems for every possible situation probably does not exist. In fact, the best choices for conspicuously marking stopped emergency vehicles could be quite different from the best choices for enhancing the visibility of those same vehicles while in motion. (Tijerina et al., 2003; Donelson & Ayers, 2007)
Recognition/Identification
The purpose of making any vehicle conspicuous goes further than simply enhancing its visibility. While catching the eye of another driver is the “first thing,” the larger goal is to help provide other drivers with information about a vehicle's presence, size, position, speed, and direction of travel. As a driver, the critical objectives of conspicuity are to 1) clearly broadcast your own aims, and 2) easily recognize surrounding drivers’ intentions, enabling the appropriate action to avoid a collision. For emergency vehicles, recognition and identification are likely very important aspects of promoting this so-called “cognitive conspicuity.” (Tijerina et al., 2003)

Action
Beyond recognizing the presence of an emergency vehicle, civilian drivers must know what action(s) to take after identifying it. There are two opposing viewpoints on this front: 1) it might be preferable for drivers to simply recognize the presence of something they need to avoid, without any specific information on why they should do so (avoiding distraction as drivers turn their attention away from driving), or 2) drivers should be able to quickly recognize and specifically identify basic types of emergency vehicles, since doing so will help them determine the right course of action to avoid impeding a response or safely negotiate an emergency scene.

The previously identified lack of research on U.S. drivers’ interaction with emergency vehicles makes it extremely difficult to answer fundamental questions about the ultimate effectiveness of visibility/conspicuity treatments on the safety of emergency vehicles in the overall traffic system.

Science Overview
This section provides a brief overview of the science behind reflection and retroreflective technology. Generally speaking, every surface reflects light to some degree; this physical property allows us to see objects when they do not emit their own light source. There are two principal types of reflection: 1) diffuse reflection happens when light strikes a rough surface and is reflected or “diffused” in all directions, and 2) specular, or “mirror-like,” reflection occurs when light strikes a smooth surface (like mirrored glass) and the reflected light is returned along the same angle as the incoming path, returning an image along with the reflected light. A third type of reflection, retroreflection, occurs when a surface is specially engineered to reflect light back to its origin. Figure 1, depicts these three types of reflection using a simple graphic from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).

Retroreflectivity Explained
Within the law enforcement, fire service, and EMS disciplines, emergency warning lights are the predominant method for making emergency vehicles conspicuous. The USFA (2009b) and other organizations continue producing research to refine emergency vehicle lighting systems and enhance their effectiveness. Another method of advancing night-time emergency vehicle conspicuity is through the increased use of retroreflective materials. Retroreflective materials are defined as those that (re)direct incoming light back to the viewer, such as the driver of a vehicle approaching a roadside incident scene.
Retroreflectivity doesn’t just happen; for materials to exhibit their retroreflective properties, an external light source is needed. While emergency vehicles carry their own light sources in the form of headlamps, marker lamps, and emergency warning lights, they also depend on light from other vehicles’ headlamps for visibility. The degree to which a retroreflective object (including an emergency vehicle treated with retroreflective striping) reflects light back to its origin depends on the amount of incoming light hitting the retroreflective surface(s), as displayed in Figure 2.

![Figure 2—Retroreflectivity and distance.](Source: Texas Transportation Institute, 2004)

The intensity of light emitted from vehicle headlamps and other sources is measured in candelas (cd). The amount of light striking a surface is expressed as illuminance and measured in lux (lux). Light reflected back to an observer, seen as “brightness” and called luminance, is measured in candelas per meter-squared (cd/m²). The coefficient of retroreflection (RA) is the ratio of light reflected (luminance) from a retroreflective surface to the illuminance, as described by the formula:

$$R_A = \frac{\text{cd}}{\text{m}^2}$$

The $R_A$ is a relative measure of efficiency for a given retroreflector at a specific viewing geometry.

The viewing geometry of a retroreflector is a function of two angles 1) the angle that incoming light strikes the target (such as a traffic sign, vehicle, person, or other object), the entrance angle ($\beta$), and 2) the angle where light reflected back from the target is observed, the observation angle ($\alpha$). Changing the angles at which a retroreflective target accepts incoming light and reflects it back to the viewer(s) changes the visibility/conspicuity of retroreflective materials, as displayed in Figure 3.

This phenomenon has crucial implications for the use of retroreflective materials on emergency vehicles since, unlike a fixed traffic sign where the expected viewing geometry is largely predictable, in a vehicle-mounted application the relative positions of target and observer are continually changing, thus changing the viewing geometry.
Retroreflective Technology

Manufacturers of retroreflective sheeting products are constantly developing new technology, and refining existing materials, to increase retroreflective efficiency while providing other characteristics (e.g., low cost, ease-of-installation, flexibility, durability, color selection, customization, etc.) demanded by customers.

Contemporary retroreflective sheeting products are made by applying microscopic glass spheres (beads), or engineered microprisms (cubes), to a more-or-less flexible substrate in an arrangement promoting internal reflection and the efficient return of incoming light back to its source. The surfaces of the spheres or microprisms are further engineered to promote retroreflectivity through polishing and/or coating with metallic or nonmetallic materials to give a “mirror” effect. The optical properties and arrangement of these two geometric structures combine to direct incoming light back toward its origin, as displayed in Figure 4.

The amount of light returned to a source by a given retroreflective material, at a specific viewing geometry, is known as its retroreflective efficiency. Retroreflective efficiency generally ranges from 7 to 14 percent for sheeting made with glass beads, up to 32 percent for “truncated-cube” microprismatic sheeting, and 58 percent for “full-cube” microprismatic sheeting. (minimumreflectivity.org, 2009) It is important to note that a higher retroreflective efficiency does
not necessarily imply a “better” material. Different sheeting types have other properties that make them more or less suitable for a particular application (e.g., cost, flexibility, durability, ease-of-installation, color, customization, etc.). Furthermore, while beaded sheeting is relatively less efficient than microprismatic sheeting, the use of spheres versus cubes helps maintain its performance over a wider range of viewing geometries.

Retroreflective sheeting materials generally are designed and tested for use on traffic control devices such as signs, barriers, and cones, although the same products are used in other applications (i.e., on clothing or vehicles). The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) maintains the ASTM D4956 Standard Specification for Retroreflective Sheeting for Traffic Control. (ASTM International, 2007) The current (2007) edition of ASTM D4956 specifies 10 different types (I, II, III...X) of retroreflective sheeting materials. A complete list is included as Appendix A to this report. A higher ASTM type-number does not necessarily reflect a greater retroreflective efficiency or a better product. The type designations simply identify materials that meet different performance specifications.

International Best Practices

During the past 10 years, the United Kingdom government researched and deployed a set of visibility/conspicuity standards now used on law enforcement vehicles throughout the country. Efforts to develop conspicuity specifications in the United Kingdom were undertaken with several objectives in mind:

- recognizable at a distance from 200 to 500+ meters (650 to 1,650+ feet);
- assist with high-visibility policing;
- readily identifiable nationally as a police vehicle, with room for local markings; and
- acceptable to at least 75 percent of the staff using it (Harrison, 2006).

Anecdotal evidence suggests these standards are being emulated, to various degrees, by other public safety services (fire, EMS, etc.) across the United Kingdom, in other Nations (e.g., Australia, South Africa, Sweden, and New Zealand), and some places in the United States. This section describes notable features of the liveries used in the United Kingdom, as well as some considerations in their development.

The Specification for the Livery on Police Patrol Cars (Thomas, 1998) was designed to make police vehicles operating along high-speed roadways in the United Kingdom “visible throughout the day and night and be clearly identifiable as a police car.” (p. 1) This design considers a minimum viewing distance of 500 meters (1,650 feet) under weather conditions including “rain, mist, etc.,” with night-time illumination provided by an approaching vehicle with normal headlights. (Thomas, 1998, p. 1) In addition to retroreflective chevrons on the rear of the patrol car, this livery also requires a retroreflective “Battenburg” (also seen as “Battenberg” or “harlequin”) pattern along the sides, ostensibly to improve both day- and night-time conspicuity and recognition as a police vehicle, as seen in Figure 5.

In 2004, the United Kingdom Home Office Scientific Development Branch published a subsequent specification detailing a “high-conspicuity” livery for police vehicles used in cities and towns. (Harrison, 2004) In addition to the “full-Battenburg” scheme used on patrol cars primarily assigned to high-speed roadways, the 2004 document specifies a “half-Battenburg” pattern for patrol vehicles deployed in the urban environment. An example of this scheme is displayed in Figure 6.

Illustrated in Figure 7 on page 16, the United Kingdom high-conspicuity livery for police motorcycles (Harrison, 2006) demonstrates the consideration placed on the motor officer’s visibility/conspicuity as part of the overall scheme for making the vehicle (and rider) highly visible to surrounding traffic.
The recent edition of the British Standards Institute (2007) (BS EN 1789:2007 Standard for Medical Vehicles and their Equipment Road Ambulance) requires the application of “micro-prismatic reflective material” (p. 41) for visibility at night. While this standard does not specify a Batternburg pattern, many EMS agencies in the United Kingdom have adapted the full- or half-Battenburg scheme to ambulances, illustrated in Figure 8 on page 16, using different colors (typically yellow and green) than their law enforcement counterparts. Some public safety agencies in the United States have extrapolated the United Kingdom high-conspicuity liversies, including the Battenburg pattern, to their vehicles; examples are displayed in Figure 9 on page 16.

**U.S. Emergency Vehicle Standards**

By contrast to the United Kingdom, there is currently no evidence of a U.S. industry standard for the visibility/conspicuity of law enforcement vehicles. As a best practice, however, many U.S. law enforcement agencies apply retroreflective treatments to patrol cars, motorcycles, and other vehicles. The Arizona Department of Public Safety (AZ DPS) is one of several leaders in this area. An example of the retroreflective conspicuity treatment applied to their highway patrol vehicles is provided in Figure 10.

Recent editions of national standards for U.S. fire apparatus and ambulances require the increased (from previous versions) requirements for the application of retroreflective striping and markings to enhance visibility and conspicuity. (NFPA, 2009; GSA, 2007) The balance of this section describes features of these standards and some issues surrounding their adoption.
Figure 7—High-conspicuity for U.K. motorcycles.

Figure 8—U.K. Ambulance livery.

Figure 9—U.S. adaptation of Battenburg pattern.
The NFPA 1901, Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus, 2009 edition, (NFPA, 2009) is a voluntary national standard developed through a consensus-based process involving multiple stakeholders such as manufacturers, users, installers/maintainers, labor, applied research/testing laboratories, enforcing authorities, insurers, consumers, and special experts in relevant fields. While compliance with NFPA standards is voluntary, unless adopted as a code/ordinance/regulation by the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ), manufacturers typically comply with the latest version of the relevant standard(s) to limit legal liability and ensure product marketability.

Effective January 1, 2009, section 15.9.3 et seq. of the NFPA 1901, Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus, 2009 edition, (NFPA, 2009) requires retroreflective striping in multiple locations, including at least:

- fifty percent of the cab and body length on each side (excluding pump panels) with 4-inch wide striping;
- twenty-five percent of the front width of the apparatus with 4-inch wide striping;
- fifty percent of rear-facing vertical surfaces (excluding pump panels not covered by a door) in a 45-degree down-and-away “chevron” pattern with alternating red and yellow/fluorescent yellow/fluorescent yellow-green 6-inch stripes. (NFPA, 2009, p. 47)

While the application of retroreflective striping and trim is nothing new for fire apparatus, the amount demanded by the 2009 edition of NFPA 1901 drew a great deal of comment from the United States fire service, particularly related to the chevrons used for marking rear-facing surfaces. The most controversial issue was the requirement for a standardized red and yellow/fluorescent yellow/fluorescent yellow-green pattern for the chevrons, as illustrated in Figure 11 on page 18. Fire departments across the United States use myriad color schemes based largely on the traditions and creativity of their members and sometimes passed down through generations. Many commenters on the proposed 2009 edition of NFPA 1901 supported the notion of retroreflective chevrons, but felt strongly about selecting their own striping colors to match the rest of the vehicle’s livery. (Personal conversation with Mr. Robert Tutterow, 2008)

The NFPA Technical Committee on Fire Department Apparatus ultimately decided that standardization across the United States was the best course of action; their rationale is explained in the Winter 2008 edition of the NFPA Fire Service Section Newsletter (Tutterow, 2008), reproduced in its entirety as Appendix B of this report.
Beyond its design stipulations, NFPA 1901 cites section 6.1.1 of ASTM D4956 Standard Specification for Retroreflective Sheeting for Traffic Control (ASTM International, 2007) in detailing the performance/colors of retroreflective materials used for the required conspicuity treatment. During the research for this report, an issue with the colors identified in the NFPA 1901 standard was noted. Specifically, while NFPA 1901 allows the use of “fluorescent yellow-green,” for the chevron pattern, strict adherence to the cited table (“color box”) in the ASTM D4956 standard would disallow it. (Personal conversation with Mr. Tom Bliss et al., 2008) The need for synchronization was discussed with members of the NFPA Technical Committee on Fire Department Apparatus during the expert panel meeting.

Federal Specification for the Star-of-Life Ambulance

On August 1, 2007, the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) published the latest edition of its KKK-A-1822F Federal Specification for the Star-of-Life Ambulance. (GSA, 2007) While it is not completely applicable to every ambulance operated in the United States, the GSA standard (also known as the “Triple-K spec”) outlined in this section of the report sets forth the minimum requirements followed by OEMs nationwide.

Conspicuity is integral to the basic ambulance livery described in section 3.16 et seq. of the 2007 edition of the GSA specification:

The exterior color of the ambulance shall be gloss white in combination with a solid uninterrupted orange stripe and blue lettering and emblems...The orange stripe shall not be less than 6 inches wide, nor more than 14 inches wide and shall encircle the entire ambulance body at the belt line below the bottom edge of cab windows but may exclude the front of the hood panel. The orange stripe shall be reflective tape. (GSA, 2007, p.51)

Beyond the basic color scheme, KKK-A-1822F specifies retroreflective sheeting for all emblems (star-of-life) and “ambulance” markings:

The material for the emblems and markings shall be applied using reflective material that has a coefficient of retroreflection measured in accordance with ASTM E 810 of 100 for White and 10 for Blue using 4° entrance angle and a 0.2° observation angle. (GSA, 2007, p.52)

An ambulance meeting the basic tenets of the Triple-K specification is displayed in Figure 12.

Findings

The present understanding of emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity in the United States is extremely limited. Researchers have little comprehension of how civilian drivers actually negotiate emergency scenes and interact with moving or parked fire apparatus, ambulances, and patrol cars; for this reason, there is minimal scientific evidence to directly support any specific recommendations for enhancing U.S. emer-
Emergency vehicle conspicuity using retroreflective materials or other passive treatments. Most of the current advances in this area are based on anecdote and extrapolation from studies in other venues that may or may not translate into meaningful safety improvements. In fact, some of these “remedies” might actually prove detrimental. Additional research specific to U.S. emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity is sorely needed, particularly given the complexity, diversity, and interdependencies of the American traffic system and its driving culture(s).

Key Findings
Notwithstanding the limitations described above, this section presents a number of key findings from the research performed for this report.

Retroreflective Materials
It seems clear that properly applied/maintained retroreflective sheeting materials can effectively increase the night-time visibility and conspicuity of treated objects, as frequently used across the United States in a wide range of traffic control applications. (FHWA, 2007) While generalizing practices (without rigorous evaluation) used in other disciplines and/or countries remains a concern, the current research suggests that leveraging the properties of readily available retroreflective sheeting products, by incorporating them into U.S. emergency vehicle designs, appears promising for enhancing emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity, especially during dark lighting conditions. (Retroreflectivity is of limited benefit with daylight illumination.)

Several U.S. researchers (Green et al., 1979; Sivak, 1979) evaluated the need to improve night-time vehicle conspicuity and the potential contribution of retroreflectorization toward that goal; their results directed interest at using retroreflective materials for improving the conspicuity of trucks (generally tractor-trailers) and other highway vehicles. Later experiments with large truck retroreflectorization (Burger & Smith, 1987) identified a 15 percent reduction in accidents for trucks with retroreflectors, versus those without. These efforts, and others testing various performance specifications for conspicuity treatments, (Olson et al., 1992) catalyzed the 1992 addition of retroreflective conspicuity standards for U.S. trucks in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), Chapter 108. (US CFR, 2004) Administered by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and applicable to all U.S. motor vehicles, the stated purpose of FMVSS 108 is to:

...reduce traffic accidents and deaths and injuries resulting from traffic accidents, by providing adequate illumination of the roadway, and by enhancing the conspicuity of motor vehicles on the public roads so that their presence is perceived and their signals understood, both in daylight and in darkness or other conditions of reduced visibility. (US CFR, 2004)

Research performed by NHTSA suggests retroreflective conspicuity treatments applied to U.S. heavy truck trailers since 1992, with a retrofit requirement in 1999, (US CFR, 2004) have been “quite effective” at reducing side-/rear-impact crashes at night. (Morgan, 2001, p.vi) These findings comport with several other studies on retroreflectorized vehicles in European countries. (Cook et al., 1999; Schmidt-Clausen, 2000; TUV Rheinland Group, 2004; Richardson & Lawton, 2005) Citing large-truck crash data collected since the advent of U.S. conspicuity regulations, some researchers have suggested retroreflective conspicuity treatments are of limited value on moving trucks, offering the most benefit when stopped. (Donelson & Ayers, 2007) Additional retrospective evaluations, while unable to reliably identify the specific benefit of the U.S. regulatory scheme in terms of crash reduction for large trucks, point to a significant reduction in vehicle crashes for both light vehicles and trucks in the dark. (Sullivan & Flannagan, 2004; Sullivan, 2005)

Visibility and Recognition

A wide range of factors affect the visibility and recognition of emergency vehicles, including the presence/operation of active warning devices such as lights and sirens; retroreflective conspicuity treatments (at night); lettering and graphics; and color scheme(s).

The lettering used to mark emergency vehicles almost certainly affects the ability of surrounding drivers to recognize them. Multiple studies have demonstrated that retroreflective sheeting type, font style/size, word count, and color are meaningful factors in determining the legibility of traffic signs and vehicle markings; (Aoki et al., 1989; Krull & Hummer, 2000; Schmidt-Clausen, 2000; Chrysler et al., 2002; Gates & Hawkins, 2004; Amjadi, 2008) it seems likely these results extend to emergency vehicles. One U.S. study suggested yellow, white, green, and orange as good choices for promoting the legibility of retroreflective lettering; (Chrysler et al., 2002) while a European study identified red, white, yellow, and green. (Schmidt-Clausen, 2000) However, as Texas Transportation Institute researchers concluded, ”The results of this project demonstrate that it is not practical to identify one combination of font, sheeting, and color that optimizes sign performance in all conditions.” (Chrysler et al., 2002, p. 33) Beyond lettering, which requires approaching drivers to read it, European studies suggest the use of retroreflectorized logos and graphics (Schmidt-Clausen, 2000) can positively impact the visibility/conspicuity, and likely the recognition, of large vehicles.

Visibility and recognizability are likely influenced by the color scheme(s) in which emergency vehicles are painted/decorated. The literature reviewed for this report identified multiple colors, and combinations/patterns, as beneficial for improving vehicle conspicuity. From these inconclusive results, it seems clear that no single particular color represents the optimal choice for enhancing emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity under every possible scenario. Beyond the physics and psychology of how different colors are viewed/seen under varying conditions, it seems probable that cultural factors are also salient in terms of how civilian drivers interpret the use of color in traffic safety applications. One obvious example is the association of red and white with a “stop” message; perhaps due to this connection, and the use of red tail lamps on vehicles, several studies identified the color red as a good choice for marking the rear of a vehicle. (Burger et al., 1985; Olson et al., 1992; Cook et al., 1999) Different colors also behave differently in terms of their luminance when applied to objects using different types of retroreflective sheeting. One study judged red, green, blue and orange as “brighter,” according to test subjects, than white or yellow. (Aoki et al., 1989)
There is some literature on the selection of different paint colors for emergency vehicles. Solomon (1990) suggested the predominant color scheme on United States fire apparatus change from red to “lime-yellow.” (Solomon & King, 1995) The rationale for this proposal is based on the assertion that yellow-green is an easy color for the human eye to discern in both day/night lighting conditions, as well as providing contrast with typical backgrounds. (Solomon & King, 1997) United Kingdom researchers Langham and Rillie (2002) proposed a single-color paint scheme, using fluorescent orange, as the appropriate choice for emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity under most environmental conditions. Whatever the specific color, research performed for this report suggests what is more important is the ability for drivers to recognize the vehicle for what it is. (Schmidt-Clausen, 2000) The use of a standardized color or paint scheme for certain types of vehicles may be helpful in this regard. (Olson et al., 1992; Thomas, 1998; Harrison, 2004; Harrison, 2006; BSI, 2007) An example is the ubiquitous "yellow school bus" prevalent throughout the United States. These vehicles are instantly recognizable and likely promote immediate behavioral responses by surrounding drivers. Similarly, U.S. Postal Service (USPS) or other mail/delivery trucks painted in a standard color may also prompt drivers to behave in certain ways (i.e., expecting multiple stops at any time). Following this principle, it is a common belief that people are more likely to identify red with a fire apparatus than other colors, regardless of the conditions.

Different marking patterns can also change driver responses. The association of the down-and-away chevron pattern with a “danger” or "slow down" message probably has something to do with its widespread use on traffic barriers, as specified in the U.S. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices; (FHWA, 2007) a similar scheme is used to mark immovable roadside objects in many European Nations. Whether or not the chevron pattern actually confuses drivers when it is seen on the back of a moving emergency vehicle is an open question. Some researchers have suggested the best use of chevrons might be deploying them on the rear of emergency vehicles only when they are stopped. (Tijerina et al., 2003) Again, there is a critical need for additional research to identify the best color/pattern selections for emergency vehicles in the United States and elsewhere.

Beyond recognizing the presence of an emergency vehicle, civilian drivers must know what action(s) to take after identifying it. There are two opposing viewpoints on this front 1) it might be preferable for drivers to simply recognize the presence of something they need to avoid, without exact information on why they should do so (avoiding distraction as drivers turn their attention away from driving), or 2) drivers should be able to quickly recognize and specifically identify basic types of emergency vehicles, since doing so will help them determine the right course of action to avoid impeding a response or safely negotiate an emergency scene. Absent targeted research on drivers’ interaction with U.S. emergency vehicles, it seems likely the “correctness” of either perspective depends on the situation. (i.e., whether involved emergency vehicles are moving or stopped, the complexity of an incident scene, ambient lighting, weather, road conditions, presence/absence of distractions, degree of visual clutter, etc.).

It is apparent, however, that U.S. emergency services (law enforcement, EMS, and fire) and traffic safety agencies need to better define and educate civilian drivers on the preferred action(s) to take after seeing/recognizing different types of emergency vehicles. One example of such an education program was created in 2007 by “Move Over, America,” a partnership between the National Safety Commission, the National Sheriffs’ Association, and the National Association of Police Organizations with full support from the American Association of State Troopers. (www.moveroveramerica.org) To date, all but seven U.S. States have enacted “Move Over Laws,” but they vary widely in terms of specific provisions and coverage. (Personal communication with Mr. Dick Ashton, 2009) This and other initiatives can be implemented as part of broader efforts to improve the overall traffic safety culture in the United States (Dula & Geller, 2007).
**Contrast**

The use of contrasting colors can positively affect conspicuity by assisting drivers with locating a hazard amid the visual clutter of the roadway. There are basically two types of contrast: 1) luminance contrast—the degree to which an object is brighter than its background, and 2) color contrast—the difference in an object’s color(s) and those found in its background. (Cook et al., 1999) Contrast is enhanced by using colors not normally found in the environment, including fluorescents.

**Fluorescent Colors**

The effectiveness of fluorescent colors for enhancing daytime visibility/conspicuity in traffic safety applications is well-established in the literature. (Smith, 1981; Zwahlen & Vel, 1994; Cook et al., 1999; Anders, 2000; Hawkins et al., 2000; Krull & Hummer, 2000; Schieber et al., 2003; Buonarosa & Sayer, 2007) Since fluorescence relies on ultraviolet radiation, fluorescent colors offer no additional benefit at night:

Fluorescent colors are brighter than ordinary colors because they are capable of converting light energy that is normally absorbed and wasted to visible light, which in turn reinforces the color in intensity. Hence, there is greater visibility in daylight conditions. (Smith, 1981)

Extending the concept to emergency vehicles, police patrol car and motorcycle liveries in the United Kingdom liberally employ fluorescent colors to enhance daylight conspicuity. (Thomas, 1998; Harrison, 2004; Harrison, 2006)

The specific color choice may or may not be important with respect to fluorescents, perhaps depending on background characteristics. In a 1994 study, “...fluorescent yellow was found to be best detected and fluorescent orange was found to be best recognized against any of the three backgrounds investigated.” (Zwahlen & Vel, abstract) A recent study of traffic safety garments showed no statistical difference in the daytime conspicuity of fluorescent red-orange and fluorescent yellow-green, although fluorescent yellow-green had a significantly higher luminance value, compared to the background, than the fluorescent red-orange. (Buonarosa & Sayer, 2007) Research performed at the Texas Transportation Institute also demonstrated the benefits of fluorescent colors, in this case fluorescent-orange work zone signs, citing greater recognition distance and accurate color perception during the day. (Hawkins et al., 2000)

**The “Moth Effect”**

There is limited scientific evidence to support the notion that drivers steer toward bright lights, such as those used to increase the visibility of emergency vehicles, as “moths to a flame” (often called the “moth effect” and technically, “phototaxis”). (Interview with Dr. Michael Flannagan, 2008; Green, 2009) Several recent studies, however, suggest that while bright lights may not be the cause, drivers' fixation on roadside objects can cause their steering to drift in the direction of their gaze. (Readinger et al., 2002; Chatziastros et al., 2006) This effect may be more pronounced with other impairments. The implications of these findings on emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity are unknown, but certainly support the need for additional research on how to design passive conspicuity treatments so they draw drivers’ attention enough to induce the appropriate (“stay away”) response, without causing the potentially negative results of visual fixation.

**Overdoing It**

It is theoretically possible to “overdo” the use of retroreflective materials and interfere with drivers’ ability to recognize other hazards. (Interview with Dr. Michael Flannagan, 2008) Making an emergency vehicle “too conspicuous” could also lead to the driver fixation phenomenon described previously. Overdoing the use of retroreflective sheeting is probably not a major concern unless it is applied to the vehicle without
attention to how it might be interpreted by approaching drivers. Additional research is needed to determine the effects of varying levels of conspicuity treatments under different scenarios (i.e., during an emergency response versus stopped along the roadside).

**Battenburg Pattern**

It appears the idea of alternating square blocks of contrasting fluorescent colors to increase vehicle visibility/conspicuity reaches back to a 1965 study titled “Development of a Paint Scheme for Increasing Aircraft Detectability and Visibility.” (Siegel and Federman) Resembling the “harlequin” pattern recommended for law enforcement vehicles by U.S. researchers in a 1981 NIJ report, (Rubin & Howett) application of the Battenburg pattern to police vehicles across the United Kingdom was intended to enhance their visibility/conspicuity and identification with law enforcement agencies. (Thomas, 1998; Harrison, 2004) Various configurations and colors of the Battenburg pattern were tested in experimental trials for the United Kingdom Police Scientific Development Branch (PSDB) from 1992 to 1998. (Harrison, 2004) These test results underpinned the ultimate specifications published by the PSDB and the United Kingdom Home Office Scientific Development Branch. (Thomas, 1998; Harrison, 2004, 2006)

Several studies examined for this report, however, expressed concern that the Battenburg pattern might actually hinder visibility by creating a camouflage effect, particularly against a visually-cluttered background. (De Lorenzo & Eilers, 1991; Langham & Rillie, 2002; Tijerina et al., 2003) Additional research is needed to determine if, on balance, the harlequin/Battenburg pattern aids or impedes emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity. Without specific studies evaluating its real-world success at reducing crashes, the effectiveness of the Battenburg pattern in the United Kingdom appears primarily related to its widespread association with police vehicles in that country; this standardization effect likely alters drivers’ actions in the United Kingdom upon recognizing an emergency vehicle. Since it remains a relative novelty in the United States, it is not clear that importing the full- or half-Battenburg pattern for use on U.S. emergency vehicles is a wise idea, especially given the present lack of research specific to its effects on visibility/conspicuity and driver behavior in the U.S. traffic system.

**Opportunities**

The consensus among studies and researchers cited in this report suggests there are a number of practical things that law enforcement agencies, EMS providers, and fire departments can do immediately to enhance the ability for other drivers to see and recognize emergency vehicles during all phases of an incident.

**Contour Markings**

Outlining vehicle boundaries with “contour” or “edge” markings, using retroreflective material, is expected to help enhance emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity. The potential value of outlining a vehicle on its ultimate visibility/conspicuity is supported by research going back to 1984. (Henderson et al.) A Canadian study of large truck trailers identified continuous contour markings, made with white retroreflective tape, on the sides and rear of trailers to be more visible under varied weather conditions than the standard FM-VSS 108 conspicuity treatment required by U.S. regulations. (Hildebrand & Fullarton, 1997) A 1999 United Kingdom study found that fully outlining (large) vehicles with contour markings increased surrounding drivers’ ability to detect them both day and night, as well as judge their size and distance. (Cook et al.) In an extensive study of various marking schemes for large trucks, Darmstadt University of Technology researchers found contour markings useful for improving both side- and rear- visibility. (Schmidt-Clausen, 2000) Langham and Rillie (2002) explained the benefits of marking a vehicle to project its entire shape, a recommendation echoed by Tijerina, et al. (2003) for improving the safety of the Ford Crown Victoria.
Police Interceptor (CVPI). Loughborough University researchers, in a United Kingdom Department for Transport analysis, evaluated the cost of line and contour markings of HGVs and buses, relative to their safety benefits. This study demonstrated measurable benefits for both schemes, while acknowledging the need for additional research. (Richardson & Loughton, 2005) Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the contour and edge marking techniques, respectively.

Ready-to-install packages of retroreflective material for applying edge markings to common types of U.S. law enforcement and other emergency vehicles are now commercially available at a relatively low cost.

**Placement**

Vehicle lighting technology used in passenger and commercial vehicles is constantly evolving. As newer versions of vehicle headlamps are deployed, changes in the way they illuminate the road ahead, including traffic signs, people, and emergency vehicles, inevitably follow. Studies (Chrysler et al., 2003; Sivak et al., 2006) of recent changes in headlamp illumination suggest it might be efficacious to concentrate retroreflective material lower on emergency vehicles to optimize interaction with approaching vehicles’ headlamps. This opportunity does not replace, but rather complements, the anticipated positive effects of contour markings outlining an emergency vehicle’s overall size and shape. For law enforcement vehicles, retroreflective material can be concentrated on the sides and rear to maintain stealth when facing traffic or patrolling. Retroreflective tape matched to the vehicle’s base color also can be used to maintain an unmarked appearance during the day, but enhance visibility/conspicuity at night.

**Fluorescent Colors**

Consider (and allow) the use of fluorescent retroreflective materials in applications where a high degree of day or nighttime visibility is desired. Zwahlen and Vel (1994) basically summarize the value of fluorescent colors for emergency (and other) vehicles:

> It is recommended that designers of traffic signs, personal conspicuity enhancement items and devices, and roadside traffic control devices consider the superior visual conspicuity properties of fluorescent colors (especially fluorescent yellow and fluorescent orange) and incorporate them in designs when the highest possible daytime target conspicuity is absolutely necessary. (abstract)

With respect to U.S. emergency vehicle schemes, the increasing use of fluorescent colors will likely prove beneficial for providing 24/7/365 high-conspicuity on fire apparatus and ambulances. Mission requirements for law enforcement vehicles should drive decisions about whether to incorporate fluorescent colors in their liveries. For example, a traffic enforcement vehicle designed to be inconspicuous will probably not use fluorescent colors to enhance its daytime visibility (although color-matched retroreflective edge markings should be considered for officer safety at night).

**Efficiency**

Using high-efficiency retroreflective material can improve conspicuity while reducing the amount of vehicle surface area requiring treatment. Recent studies of retroreflective sheeting types in traffic control applications (Carlson, 2001; Gates & Hawkins, 2004; Amjadi, 2008) suggest the cost increase to specify higher-efficiency retroreflective material can be reasonably expected to pay off by reducing crashes under some scenarios. That said, another study of traffic sign legibility concluded with this sound advice:

> When selecting sign material, all visual performance factors must be considered: detection, color recognition, shape recognition, and legibility. This performance should be evaluated for all lighting and weather conditions. In addition, durability, ease of fabrication, and cost must be weighed against the benefits of each product. (Chrysler et al., 2002, p.33)
This guidance is particularly important for emergency vehicle applications since installation, maintenance, and storage considerations can affect the long-run retroreflective performance of any given sheeting material.
Logos and Emblems
Applying distinctive logos or emblems made with retroreflective material could improve emergency vehicle visibility and recognition. European studies on the use of retroreflectorized logos and graphics found the application of simple designs made from retroreflective sheeting markedly improved the visibility/conspicuity of heavy trucks. (Schmidt-Clausen, 2000) The use of clearly identifiable logos or graphics specifying the affiliation, and therefore function, of an emergency vehicle can be reasonably expected to aid recognition and help surrounding drivers better anticipate its behavior; two examples made from high-efficiency microprismatic sheeting are displayed in Figure 15.

![Retroreflective logos and emblems.](image)

Figure 15–Retroreflective logos and emblems.

Conclusion
Advancing the state-of-the-art in emergency vehicle visibility/conspicuity will likely result from a combination of both active and passive conspicuity treatments—including enhanced emergency vehicle warning lighting systems and the increased use of retroreflective materials—to improve the visibility and recognizability (when desired) of emergency vehicles including ambulances, patrol cars, and fire apparatus.

Additional research specific to emergency vehicle visibility and conspicuity is critically needed in the United States, particularly since vehicle recognition is such a crucial facet of understanding how to improve responders’ safety along the roadside.

Notwithstanding the importance of additional scientific study, it is noteworthy that many advances in vehicle and traffic safety over the years were successfully made using a “common sense” approach. (Sivak & Tsimhoni, 2008) For this reason, sensible efforts to improve the visibility and conspicuity of emergency vehicles need not be delayed; however, these efforts must be followed-up, in short order, with empirical studies to determine their effectiveness and identify any unintended consequences.
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## Appendix A. FHWA Retroreflective Sheeting Identification Guide (FHWA, 2005)

### Retroreflective Sheeting Materials for Rigid Sign Surfaces Made with Glass Beads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASTM Type</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>See note A</td>
<td>Avery Dennison®</td>
<td>Nippon Carbide</td>
<td>3M™</td>
<td>ATSM, Inc.</td>
<td>Avery Dennison®</td>
<td>Kiwalt®</td>
<td>LG Lite</td>
<td>Nippon Carbide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Engineer Grade</td>
<td>Super Engineer Grade</td>
<td>High Intensity</td>
<td>High Intensity</td>
<td>High Intensity</td>
<td>High Intensity</td>
<td>High Intensity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Number</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>T-2000</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>17000</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>ASTM HI</td>
<td>T-5500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
- A – All the manufacturers listed on the other side of this guide (except Reflexite) provide Engineer Grade sheeting. Engineer Grade sheeting is uniform without any patterns or identifying marks. Visually, it is indistinguishable from lower quality grades (i.e., utility and commercial grades).
- B – These materials can be classified as different ASTM Types.
- C – These materials are visually indistinguishable from one another.
- D – The arrow or “water mark” on this product is no longer included with new productions.
### FHWA Retroreflective Sheeting Identification Guide – September 2005

**Notes:**
- ASTM Types are shown as stated by the manufacturers using ASTM D4956-04 "type" designations.
- Agencies should verify that the sheeting they use complies with their specifications or ASTM D4956.
- FHWA does not endorse or approve any material nor does it determine type category(ies) for materials.
- This side of the Sheeting ID Guide is for flexible and non-signing applications. The other side is for rigid surfaces.

Below are symbols that have been used to indicate special applications for sheeting on this side of the Sheeting ID Guide:

- **Cone**
- **Drum**
- **Temporary Tubes**
- **Sign**

#### Retroreflective Sheeting Materials for Non-Signing Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASTM Type</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Avery Dennison®</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
<td>3M™</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>High Intensity Prismatic Work Zone</td>
<td>High Intensity Channellizer Tape</td>
<td>Barrier Delineator</td>
<td>Barrier Delineator</td>
<td>High Intensity Flexible</td>
<td>Traffic Cone Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Number</td>
<td>WR-6100</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>AR1000</td>
<td>AP1000</td>
<td>3810</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Use</td>
<td>Reboundable Device</td>
<td>Reboundable Device</td>
<td>Rigid Non-Signing Surface</td>
<td>Rigid Non-Signing Surface</td>
<td>Reboundable Device</td>
<td>Traffic Cone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Retroreflective Sheeting Materials for Flexible Signs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASTM Type</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>3M™</td>
<td>3M™</td>
<td>Avery Dennison®</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
<td>Reflexite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Diamond Grade™ Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Vinyl Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Flexible Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Flagging Material</td>
<td>High Performance Super Bright Fluorescent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Number</td>
<td>RS20</td>
<td>RS30</td>
<td>WU-6014</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Use</td>
<td>Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Roll-Up Sign</td>
<td>Roll-Up Sign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Contact Information

- 3M - www.3M.com/tn
- Kwiklite - www.kwik-lite.com
- Reflexite - www.reflexite.com
- ATSM, Inc. - www.atsmic.com
- LG Lite - www.lglite.com
- Nippon Carbide - www.nipponlite.com
- Avery Dennison - www.reflectives.averydennison.com
- FHWA - www.fhwa.dot.gov/retro

Appendix B. Chevrons on the Rear of Fire Apparatus: The Background (Tutterow, 2008)

Chevrons on the Rear of Fire Apparatus: The Background
By Health & Safety Officer Robert Tutterow

The following information is a bit of the background on the chevron striping soon coming on all new fire apparatus.

The NFPA Technical Committee on Apparatus has developed requirements in the next revision of NFPA 1901—Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus to address “conspicuity.” However, the new requirements are for “on scene” safety rather than “responding” safety. The effective date is for all fire apparatus contracted on or after January 1, 2009.

One of the most controversial new requirements is chevron striping on the rear of apparatus. The idea of mandating the striping met virtually no opposition. However, there was considerable opposition to specifying the exact colors and size of the striping. I will explain the substantiation about that later. First, what exactly are the requirements of the chevron striping?

At least 50 percent of the rear-facing vertical surfaces, visible from the rear of the apparatus, excluding any pump panel areas not covered by a door, shall be equipped with retroreflective striping in a chevron pattern sloping downward and away from the center line of the vehicle at an angle of 45 degrees.

Each stripe in the chevron shall be a single color alternating between red and either yellow, fluorescent yellow, or fluorescent yellow green. Each stripe shall be 6 inches in width.

We cannot forget that conspicuity is not just a night-time issue. That is the primary reason that yellow was selected as one of the two colors. Yellow is the most distinguishable color in daylight, especially when framed by a sea of a concrete multi-lane highway. The IAFF has a vehicle safety program PowerPoint presentation. One of the slides includes a photo of a Plano Texas Fire Department on the scene of a MVA on a multi-lane road during sunlight. (The Plano Fire Department has used red/yellow chevron striping for years.) The Plano apparatus visually “pops out” among everything else in the photo. (See photo accompanying this article.)

As stated earlier, there was considerable opposition to specifying the colors and sizes. Many departments expressed their desire to choose their own colors and sizes—just as they have a choice in the color of their apparatus. The committee weighed this position very carefully and finally reached a consensus that a “standard is not a standard unless it is standard.” As more and more of our incidents are highway incidents, the committee decided we should have a standard “look” when operating on roadways.

Fire departments must realize that roadway incidents involve a lot more than non-roadway incidents. Roadway incidents are typically multi-agency response incidents and traffic control is crucial. Far too many responders are being killed and injured while operating at roadway incidents and far too many apparatus are being struck while positioned at roadway incidents.

The motoring public needs to have consistent warnings across the Nation. Think about taking a family vacation to the beach or mountains. Your road trip is 4–6 hours. How many different fire response districts will you cross during this trip? What are the chances that more than one fire department will respond to a roadway emergency incident along the way? As a motorist, you expect the signage (and warnings)
along the way to be consistent. What would you do if you came to a stop sign that was triangular in shape with white letters on a blue background? Stop signs are the same shape and color in every State. Yet, as a kid, I remember seeing yellow stop signs with black lettering. A consistent national average has its safety benefits. There is a reason the MUTCD included a Chapter 61, Control of Traffic Through Traffic Incident Management Areas. And, there is an organization known as NTIMC—National Traffic Incident Management Coalition which promotes a national agenda for standardized traffic incident management. Counter to the opposition, the committee had strong letters of support from the Health and Safety Section of the IAFC and the Emergency Responder Safety Institute strongly supporting the new requirement. It is for these reasons, and others, that the technical committee made the tough (and correct decision) to establish a standard. If a standard is not established now, it will be harder to establish one later and there might be an imitative for a non-fire service organization to develop our requirements—something we definitely do not need.
Appendix C. NFPA 1901, Section 15.9.3 et seq. *(NFPA, 2009)*

**15.9.3** Reflective Striping.

**15.9.3.1** A retroreflective stripe(s) shall be affixed to at least 50 percent of the cab and body length on each side, excluding the pump panel areas, and at least 25 percent of the width of the front of the apparatus.

15.9.3.1.1 The stripe or combination of stripes shall be a minimum of 4 in. (100 mm) in total width.

15.9.3.1.2 The 4 in. (100 mm) wide stripe or combination of stripes shall be permitted to be interrupted by objects (i.e., receptacles, cracks between slats in roll up doors) provided the full stripe is seen as conspicuous when approaching the apparatus.

15.9.3.1.3 A graphic design shall be permitted to replace all or part of the required striping material if the design or combination thereof covers at least the same perimeter length(s) required by 15.9.3.1.

15.9.3.2 At least 50 percent of the rear-facing vertical surfaces, visible from the rear of the apparatus, excluding any pump panel areas not covered by a door, shall be equipped with retroreflective striping in a chevron pattern sloping downward and away from the centerline of the vehicle at an angle of 45 degrees.

15.9.3.2.1 Each stripe in the chevron shall be a single color alternating between red and either yellow, fluorescent yellow, or fluorescent yellow-green.

15.9.3.2.2 Each stripe shall be 6 in. (150 mm) in width.

15.9.3.3 All retroreflective materials required by 15.9.3.1 and 15.9.3.2 shall conform to the requirements of ASTM D 4956, *Standard Specification for Retroreflective Sheeting for Traffic Control*, Section 6.1.1 for Type I Sheeting.

15.9.3.3.1 All retroreflective materials used to satisfy the requirements of 15.9.3.1 that are colors not listed in ASTM D 4956, Section 6.1.1, shall have a minimum coefficient of retroreflection of 10 with observation angle of 0.2 degrees and entrance angle of -4 degrees.

15.9.3.3.2 Fluorescent yellow and fluorescent yellow-green retroreflective materials used to meet the requirements of 15.9.3.2 shall conform to the minimum requirements specified for yellow Type I Sheeting in ASTM D 4956, Section 6.1.1.

15.9.3.3.3 Any printed or processed retroreflective film construction used to meet the requirements of 15.9.3.1 and 15.9.3.2 shall conform to the standards required of an integral colored film as specified in ASTM D 4956, Section 6.1.1.

Reproduced with permission from NFPA’s 1901, *Automotive Fire Apparatus*, Copyright © 2009, National Fire Protection Association. This reprinted material is not the complete and official position of the NFPA on the referenced subject, which is represented only by the standard in its entirety.